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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Casio CTK-2400 - Digital Keyboard with EFX Sound Sampler CTK2400,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Portable Keyboards Casio.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Casio CTK-2400 - Digital Keyboard with EFX Sound Sampler CTK2400

        The user manual for the Casio CTK-2400 - Digital Keyboard with EFX Sound Sampler CTK2400 provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Pro Audio  -  Musical Instruments  -  Portable Keyboards.
        


        The  CTK2400 from Casio is a portable keyboard with 61 full-size keys, Step Up Lessons for beginning keyboardists, onboard stereo speakers, and more. It features 400 tones and a fully featured auto accompaniment section includes 150 rhythm patterns and 150 One-Touch presets. A stereo mini audio input makes it possible to connect an outside sound source like an iPad, MP3 player, or smartphone. The music will play through the CTK-2400's speakers, and you can play along on the keyboard. You can even sample sounds from a connected music player and trigger the samples. 

For beginning keyboardists, the CTK-2400 offers extensive learning features. Its Step Up learning system includes a Voice Fingering Guide, a Note Guide, and Performance Evaluation. It teaches songs phrase by phrase, and keeps track of your progress. Over one-hundred built-in songs provide additional practice material, and you can turn off one of the "hands" as the song plays, so you can play its part. The keyboard comes with a detachable music stand and is powered by an AC adapter. Alternatively, it can run on six AA alkaline batteries (not included) which typically provide about three hours of continuous operation.        
      
	        
        If you own a Casio portable keyboards and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Casio CTK-2400 - Digital Keyboard with EFX Sound Sampler CTK2400 in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Casio CTK-2400 - Digital Keyboard with EFX Sound Sampler CTK2400:
 	 Keyboard 	 61 Standard sized keys 
	 Polyphony 	 48 voices maximum (24 for certain tones) 
	 Synthesis Method 	 AHL 
	 Presets 	 400 
	 Sampling 	 Tones: 1 (long sampling) or 5 (short sampling)
Sampling Time: 2 second (long sampling) or approximately 0.4 seconds each (short sampling)
Sampling Demo Tunes: 1 
	 Auto Accompaniment 	 Number of Preset Rhythms: 150
One Touch Presets: 150 
	 Effects 	 5 Types 
	 Songs 	 110 Tunes 
	 Step Up Lessons 	 5 Step Up (Listen, Watch, Remember, Next, Auto)
Lesson Part: L, R, LR
Functions: Repeat, Voice Fingering Guide, Note Guide, Performance Evaluation 
	 Metronome 	 Beats per Measure: 0, 2 to 6
Tempo Range: 30 to 255 BPM 
	 MIDI 	 16 multi-timbre received, GM Level 1 standard 
	 Other Functions 	 Transpose: +/-1 octave (-12 to +12 semitones)
Tuning: A4 = 415.5 to 465.9 Hz (initial default: 440.0 Hz)
Musical Information Function: Tone, rhythm, song bank numbers and names, staff notation, fingering, pedal operation, tempo, measure and beat number, chord name, etc. 
	 Inputs/Outputs 	 Audio In: 1 x 1/8" TRS stereo mini
Headphone: 1 x 1/4" TRS 
Sustain Pedal: 1 x 1/4" TS
USB: 1 x USB Type B 
	 Electrical Characteristics 	 Input Impedance: 9kΩ
Input Sensitivity: 200 mV
Output Impedance: 200Ω
Output Voltage: 4.5V (RMS) maximum 
	 Display 	 Backlit LCD 
	 Amplifier 	 2W + 2W 
	 Speakers 	 2 x 4" (10 cm) 
	 Power Requirements 	 100~240V AC, 50/60 Hz for included AD-E95100L 9.5V DC adapter
6 x AA optional zinc-carbon or alkaline batteries
Auto Power Off: Approximately 6 minutes (during battery operation) or 30 minutes (during AC adaptor operation) without any operation 
	 Battery Life 	 Approximately 3 hours continuous operation on alkaline batteries 
	 Dimensions (WxDxH) 	 37.25 x 12.1 x 3.6" (946 x 307 x 92 mm) 
	 Weight 	 7.5 lb (3.4 kg) without batteries 

 	 Packaging Info 
	 Package Weight 	 11.2 lb 
	 Box Dimensions (LxWxH) 	 39.0 x 14.0 x 5.0" 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Casio CTK-2400 - Digital Keyboard with EFX Sound Sampler CTK2400 can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new portable keyboards, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Casio users keep a unique electronic library
        for Casio portable keyboardss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Casio CTK-2400 - Digital Keyboard with EFX Sound Sampler CTK2400.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Casio CTK-2400 - Digital Keyboard with EFX Sound Sampler CTK2400, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the portable keyboards.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Casio service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Casio CTK-2400 - Digital Keyboard with EFX Sound Sampler CTK2400. User manuals are also
        available on the Casio website under Pro Audio  -  Musical Instruments  -  Portable Keyboards.
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